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Chapter 6

Characteristic Factor Diagram



Cause and effect diagram

This diagram is a product design and quality defect

prevention to identify potential factors causing an

overall effect.

This is also to categorize the problems so it will be

easier to understand.

To improve the analysis.

Some example of cause and effect diagram will be

shown next.



Cause and effect diagram name

This diagram is also called the fishbone diagram because of the shape.

Write the fish’s head facing to the right. Then write the things that

needs improvement in the “head” part.

Each section is named like “backbone”, “center bone”… just like the

body parts of the fish.

The part that is encircled with red color is the main point and is

called “main factor”
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Steps on how to create this diagram

①Identify the problem or issue to be studied. Fill in the right part,

②Create a backbone for the fish.

(straight line which leads to the head)

③Identify causes and then write arrows to the spine.

④Collect all the factors. Then start filling the middle bone and small

bone.

⑤Check if nothing is missed per section.

⑥Identify the main factor then encircle it with red color.

⑦Write other necessary items

(title, process name, members, date of creation)

Points for major classification.

For major classification, 4~8 is the ideal quantity. 5M +1E is one of

the most common frameworks for root-cause analysis

・（ＭＡＮ）

・（ＭＥＴＨＯＤ）
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・（ＥＮＶＩＲＯＮＭＥＮＴ）



Create root-cause diagram by team

Root and cause diagram should be created team and not alone.

During the discussion, try to follow the things below:

☑ Give a lot of opinions

☑ Don’t judge other’s opinion

☑ You can say any kind of opinion

☑ Develop further the opinion of others.


